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1. INTRODUCTION 
Thompson’s N-groups paper [lo] f in ers that if a simple group order is 
divisible by only three distinct primes, the primes are 2, 3, and one of 5, 7, 
13, 17. The known such simple groups all have orders 23bp where p is one 
of these primes. In this report we complete the proof that the only simple 
groups with orders 2’“3bpc with some cyclic Sylow subgroup are the known 
such groups A,, A,, PSp,(3), P%,,(7), P%,(8), U,(3), PSL,(3), PsLa(17). 
If a Sylow p-group has order p this has been done in [2, 12, 13, 141. If a 
Sylow 3-group is cyclic this has been shown by Herzog [7]. If a Sylow 5- or 
7-subgroup is cyclic this has been done in [8 and 91. If a Sylow 2-group is 
cyclic, Burnside’s Theorem shows the group is not simple. In this paper we 
treat the final two cases of a cyclic 13- or 17-group. 
We make critical use of the cyclic Sylow p-group, firstly to invoke a 
theorem of Brauwer to show that the Sylow group is self-centralizing and 
secondly to make use of the very special character theory applicable by 
Dade’s theory. In particular we use the degree equation for the principal 
p-block. If the Sylow p-group has order at least p2 we try to extract informa- 
tion about the degrees to obtain a contradiction. In [S and 93 it was shown that 
in fact there are no solutions to the degree equation. The computational 
approach used there does not seem adequate to handle the cases 13 and 17. 
If there are no elements of order 2p or 3p the techniques of [2, 11, 13, 141 
apply and the arguments can be modified to prove the theorem. If there are 
elements of order 2p or 3p, we are able to derive a contradiction by character- 
theoretic methods, using the principle of block separation and a theorem of 
Brauer and Tuan [3, Lemma 21. 
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2. RESULTS 
We prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. If G is a simple group of order 2a3b13c with cyclic Sylow 
13-groups, then G is isomorphic to PSL,(3) and c = 1. 
THEOREM 2. If G is a simple group of order 2a3b17c with cyclic Sylow 
17-groups, then G is isomorphic to PSL,(17) and c = 1. 
These theorems give the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. If G is a simple group of order 2a3bpc with some cyclic Sylow 
subgroups, then G is isomorphic to one of A,, A,, P&(3), PSL,(7), PSL,(8), 
U,(3), P%(3), P&(17). 
Proof of Corollary. See [7], [8], [9], and [lo]. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent to the following two theorems which we 
will need in our induction. 
THEOREM 1’. If G is a group of order 2a3b13C with cyclic Sylow 13-groups, 
then G/O,,, (G) is isomorphic to one of the following: 
(4 PSU3)Y 
(b) PSL,*(3) = aut PSL,(3), 
(c) a Frobenius group of order 13” . d where d 1 12. 
Note if c > 2, then G is solvable. 
THEOREM 2’. If G is a group of order 2a3b17c with a cyclic Sylow ll-group, 
then G/O,,* (G) is isomorphic to one of the following: 
(4 P%(l7), 
(4 PGL,(l7), 
(c) a Frobeniusgroup of order 17”. d where d 1 16. 
Note again if c > 2, G is solvable. 
We let G be a minimal counterexample of Theorem 1 or 2. The notation 
is standard as in [8, 10, 111. To be specific we will let P be a cyclic Sylow 
p-group generated by the element r. By the theorem [2] of Brauer C(P) = P. 
This means that 1 N(P) 1 = pet where t 1 p - 1. 
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The principal p-block consists of t ordinary characters x1 , xa .,.., xt plus 
pc - l/t exceptional characters xi, j = 1, 2,..., pc - I/t. Here x1 is the 
trivial character. There are signs 6, ,..., 6, and 6 such that 
lP--1/t 
xi(r”) = Si, i = 1,2 ,..., t and ,r; x0%“) = 69 where rTd E P - {e}. 
The degree equation is 
i &xi(e) + sxol(e) = 0. 
i=l 
Furthermore xi(e) = & (mod PC), xaj(e) = -lts(modpc). 
3. P IS STRONGLY SELF-CENTRALIZING 
A subgroup K of a group H is called strongly self-centralizing if C,(K) = K 
for each nonidentity element k of K. This section is devoted to proving that, 
with notation as in Section 2, P is a strongly self-centralizing subgroup of G. 
This result will follow as a corollary to a more general theorem on characters 
of groups with a self-centralizing, cyclic Sylow subgroup. 
Let H be a group with a cyclic Sylow q-subgroup Q = (,u) of order qd. 
Let t = 1 iVH(Q)/CH(Q)I; then t divides q - 1. The relevant block theory 
is developed in [5]. The principal q-block B,(q) contains t nonexceptional 
irreducible characters x1 (the identity), xa ,..., xt. If 1 < i < t, there is a 
sign ai such that x,(e) = 6, (mod qd) and X$(T) = & whenever 7 is q-singular. 
Set s = (qd - 1)/t and s’ = (q - 1)/t. B,,(q) contains a family 
{xd ] 1 <j < s} of exceptional characters, all of which agree on q-regular 
elements. The exceptional characters correspond to the s classes of non- 
identity linear characters of Q conjugate under NH(Q). Exactly s’ of the 
exceptional characters, denoted {,voj 1 1 <j < s’}, correspond to linear 
characters of Q having 52,-,(Q) in the kernel. Let x0 denote any character 
xoj with 1 < j < s’. Corollary 1.9 of [5] im pl ies that there is a sign 6, such 
that Xi=1 x&) =&r x$(p) = 6, and x0(7) = -6, whenever r is q- 
singular and qd does not divide 1 7 I. It follows that &, 6,x6(r) = 0 whenever 
7 is q-singular and qd does not divide 1 7 I. If 7 is q-regular, block-section 
orthogonality shows that 
~lxo~(~)xo~~T) + i XiWXi(T) = i S,,,(,) = 0. i-1 i-0 
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Thus 
whenever r E H and qd does not divide 17 I. 
Let B,(q)’ denote {xi ] 1 < i < t} u {,yoj 1 1 <j < s’}. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a group with a self-centralizing, cyclic Sylow 
q-subgroup Q. If H contains elements of order qr, Y prime, then B,(q)’ C B,(Y). 
Proof. Let T,. = {i 1 0 < i < t, xi E B,(r)}. T,. # o since 1 E T, . The 
hypothesis that Q is self-centralizing implies that Cl=,, S&T) = 0 whenever r 
is r-singular. It follows that &r, S&T) = 0 whenever T is r-singular. 
Choose r of order qr. Then xi(~) = 6* if i > 1 and x,,(T) = -6, . 
the latter alternative occuring if 0 E T,. . The only possibility is I T,. 1 = 
t + 1 and T,. = (0, l,..., t}. Since x0 can be any element of {xoj I 1 <j < s’}, 
the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If G is a simple group of order 2a3bpc with a cyclic Sylow 
p-subgroup P, then P is strongly self-centralizing. 
Proof. By [2 - Prop. 11, P is self-centralizing. Assume G has elements 
of order 2p; otherwise interchange 2 and 3 in what follows. 
&,, &Xi(e) = 0. Hence there exists i E (0, 2, 3,..., t} such that xi(e) + 0 
(mod 3). xi(e) = $ or -6, (modp); in particular, x$(e) + 0 (modp). Thus 
xi(e) = 2* for some 01. xi E B,(p)‘; Theorem 3.1 implies that xi E B,(2). 
This is impossible by Lemma 2 of [3]. 
4. STRONGLY SELF-CENTRALIZING CASE, p = 17 
In this section we consider the case of a strongly self-centralizing Sylow 
17-group. This means there are no elements of order 2 * 17 or 3 * 17. The 
techniques are exactly the same as in [14]. Where the arguments overlap we 
do not repeat them. 
We begin by noting that all results of [l l] hold in this situation except the 
last result Corollary 6.3. This holds if we replace p by pc but we shall not 
need it. Section 3 of [14] can be repeated word for word until the last para- 
graph in the case that c > 2. As in the last paragraph of Section 3, G has 
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irreducible characters of degree 3b and 212 and these numbers are congruent 
to fl or f8 (mod 17”). However 212 is not congruent to either of these 
(mod 172) even and so 2r2 is not of the correct congruence (mod 17”). This 
means that G must contain a nonsolvable 3-local subgroup. 
As in Section 4 of [14] we proceed to prove that again j P 1 = 9 . 316t 
and 3” = 9 (mod 17”). The characters of degree 3” are therefore exceptional 
and t = 8. Now the contribution to the degree equation (mod 8) from xi 
and x01 is 2. As there can be no more characters of degree 3” there must be a 
character of degree 2 . 3”. As 18 E$ 1 (mod 17”), 2 . 3” + &l (mod 17c) and 
so 01# a. Using an argument as in [12] Section 5 we see that this character is 
in the principal 3-block and if T is an element in the center of a Sylow 3-group 
there are at most two distinct eigenvalues of the representation evalued on T. 
There must be a character of degree 2 . 3~ for which these eigenvalues are w 
and W. Restricting to N and closing a conjugate of T in O,(N) provides a 
contradiction as the restriction to N contains an irreducible constituent of 
the principal 17-block of N. This together with Corollary 3.2 proves 
Theorems 2 and 2’. 
5. STRONGLY SELF-CENTRALIZING CASE p = 13 
In this section we consider the case of a strongly self-centralizing Sylow 
13-group. That is, there are no elements of order 2 * 13 or 3 . 13. Once again 
the arguments are very similar to the arguments in [13] and when they are 
the same we do not repeat them. In each of the various sections of [13] a stage 
is reached after which the fact that c = 1 is critically used. We will show 
where this place is for the various sections and provide alternate arguments 
to eliminate each configuration when c 3 2. Again the results of [ll] other 
than Corollary 6.3 hold. 
The results of Section 3 and 4 are proved exactly as in [13] except unfortu- 
nately the notation is slightly different. Specifically the value s in [13] 
becomes t here and a and b are interchanged. The proof that the Sylow 3-group 
has order at least 39 is now proved because 27 and 729 are not congruent 
to fl or f12 (mod 132). We state [13] L emmas 3.1 and 4.1 for convenience. 
LEMMA 5.1. If 1 G j = 2”3b13C, c > 2, then a Sylow 13 normalizer has 
order 13”12, i.e., t = 12. Furthermore a > 18 and b > 9. 
LEMMA 5.2. All 2-local subgroups of G are solvable. Consequently by 
[lo] some 3-local subgroup is nonsolvable. 
The results of [13] Section 5 also go over as in [13]. The only place where 
the specific nature of G is made is in the proof of [13] Lemma 5.3 where the 
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size of a Sylow 2-group must be at least 2l*. This is true here by Lemma 5.1 
above. 
We are in a position to analyze the various cases in [13]. These are Sections 
6, 7, and 8 respectively. Our analysis also divides into exactly three cases. 
We begin with Section 6 which has as its hypothesis that a Sylow 3-group of 
G has noncyclic center. Assuming then that G has a Sylow 3-group with a 
noncyclic center we proceed as in [13] until the end of the proof of Lemma 
6.2 of [13]. The argument there makes use of the group order to count the 
number of Sylow 3-groups in G. We cannot do this as c can be arbitrary. 
We provide another argument which can also be used in the case c = 1 and 
so provide another proof of the last part of Section 6 of [13]. Here we will 
need to use the argument 6.1 appearing in [13]. 
In this situation M is a maximal 3-local nonsolvable subgroup. We have 
defined K = O,(M) and H = Qn,(.Z(K)). We have shown J(P) < K where 
P is a Sylow 3-group of M and P is also a Sylow 3-group of G. Also M/K E 
S&(3) or S&*(3). Th e action of M/K on His such that the element of order 
13 acts fixed point freely on H. This means using a knowledge of the irre- 
ducible representations of S&(3) that each irreducible constituent must be of 
degree 3, 6 or 15. We try to show that there is always an elementary abelian 
group p of order 9 in H for which we can apply the argument 6.1 as we did 
in [13] to reach a contradiction. There we showed there was such a group of 
order 9 by a direct argument involving Sylow 3-group intersections. Here we 
examine the possible actions of M/K to show there must always be one. 
Specifically we are looking for an elementary abelian subgroup j3 of H of order 
9 for which C(p) contains an involution and for which C,(/?) is of index at 
most 9 in P. When this is found it cannot be in 9 by Lemma 5.5. of [13]. 
As p 4 9 argument 6.1 and the two paragraphs preceding it provide a contra- 
diction exactly as they do in [ 131. 
Suppose first an irreducible subspace of H under the action of M/K has 
dimension 15. Let I’ be a four group normalizing P in M. Let ZKjK be the 
center of P/K. Now ZK/K acting on H centralizes a subspace of dimension 
at least 5 by considering its Jordan Canonical Form and so I’ normalizes 
this fixed space. It follows easily that some involution of V must centralize a 
subspace of the fixed space of ZKIK of dimension at least two. A subgroup of 
order 9 fixed by ZK/K and some involution will do for our 6. Suppose then 
an irreducible subspace of M/K acting on H has degree 6, It is then the 
symmetric tensor product of one of the natural 3-dimensional representations. 
The element ZKIK by inspection now centralizes a subspace of dimension 3 
and an involution in M/K by inspection centralizes this subspace. A subgroup 
of order 9 of this fixed space will do for our /3. These arguments show that 
the only irreducible subspaces of the action of M/K on H are of dimension 3. 
Let W be an invariant subspace of H of dimension 3 and let X be an 
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element of H in the center of P which is disjoint from W. By considering the 
possibilities of the action of V on (W, X) one always obtains a subgroup of 
order 9 satisfying our conditions. 
We now discuss the analogue of [13] Section 7. In this section a Sylow 
3-group has cyclic center and O,(C(Z)) is of symplectic type where 2 is an 
element in the center of a Sylow 3-group. The argument of [13] Section 7 can 
be repeated verbatim to show that G does not exist. 
There remains only the final Section 8. Here a Sylow 3-group has cyclic 
center and O,(C(Z)) is not of symplectic type. The argument in this case 
proceeds exactly as in [13] until the end of the first paragraph of page 141. 
Here it has been proved that no normal subgroup of QV has abelian 3-rank 
greater than three and no abelian subgroup of Q has rank as high as five. 
Here Q is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G and V is a four group normalizing Q. 
We also know that Q contains an elementary subgroup H of order 27 such 
that N(H) is a maximal non-solvable subgroup M of G. M has a subgroup 
0, (M) = K which is homocyclic and H is L’,(K). If H = K the argument 
following the second paragraph of page 141 applies and a contradiction is 
reached to this supposed configuration. We must only treat the case that 
H # K. In this case it has been shown at the top of page 141 that a Sylow 
3-group P of M is one of G and P can be chosen to be Q. This means H is 
normal in a Sylow 3-group of G. 
We now examine the action on Q of the three involutions ri , i = 1, 2, 3 
in V and show that each centralizes a cyclic subgroup L8 of Q. For convenience 
we consider the action of Q/K on H to be all upper triangular matrices of the 
form 
1 a b [ 1 0 1 c 0 0 1 
and V to be the diagonal matrices 
fl 0 0 I 1 Of1 0 0 Of1 
with determinant 1. An easy induction argument shows that the centralizer 
in K of each involution must be cyclic of order the exponent of K. This 
follows as ,Ca,(c,(~~)) must contain only one element of order 3 and on each 
3dimensional factor l2,(K)/G$-,(K) each involution must centralize a 
subgroup of order 3. It follows that K = Kl + K, + K, where Ki = CK(~i). 
Since each rt centralizes a group of order 3 in Q/K it follows that Li = Co(~J 
is a group containing K, as a subgroup of index 3. We will show now that 
each L, is cyclic. This will be done by showing that Li has no subgroup which 
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is elementary abelian of order 9. As 3, j # i must normalize L, , it must act 
invertingly on Li and so in any case L, is abelian [6, Th. 10.1.41. 
We show in particular that no elementary abelian subgroup W of order 9 
in Li can centralize an element of order 2. Suppose then that W is such a 
subgroup and assume Z is a subgroup of order 3 in H n W. Suppose first 
WE 9 (i.e., W centralizes every abelian 3-subgroup it normalizes). We 
can now use Lemma 5.3 of [13]. We know that in the notation of Lemma 5.3, 
O,(M) is of symplectic type with width 2. As the central involution of 
O,(d) is central in a Sylow 2-group of G and the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
has order at least 21s the order of O,(.&‘) must be at least 2l4 and so there 
must be a cyclic subgroup of order at least 8 centralizing W. But this is 
impossible as the centralizer of Z is contained in ikl as we have established 
in [ 131. This means that W 6 9. Now as is usual in [13] let U be a four group 
normalized but not centralized by W. Let Y be the centralizer in W of U. 
Now UW is Y x T where T is A,. Let D be O,(C(Y)) and E be G,(Z(D)). 
Consider the action of T on E. As the abelian rank of a Sylow 3-group is at 
most four E must have rank four. Here T must be faithfully represented on E 
as E must contain a conjugate of the center of a Sylow 3-group of G. Now 
C(Y) has elements which cube to a central 3-element which we can assume 
to be Z. As Z does not centralize a 4-group, Z # Y. This cannot be done 
faithfully as an automorphism of E as an element of order 9 in PSL,(3) 
cubes to an element with the wrong Jordon Form. This contradiction shows 
that no involution centralizers W. In particular each L, must be cyclic 
[6, Theorem 5.4. IO]. 
We can now show fairly easily that this group QV cannot exist. Let 
be the three involutions of V acting on K/K, where Kl is the subgroup of K 
generated by the cubes. Let 
be representatives in Q/K of the centralizers in Q/K of the involutions Tr. 
Here the action is again represented on K/K, . As Co,K1(~t) is cyclic of 
order 9 we can choose ui in Q/K, such that q has order 9 and qs = CK,K1(7t). 
In particular 
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if one thinks of K/K, as being represented by column vectors. Now as 
a&/K is in the center of Q/K, u> = CJ& where K E K/K,. This means 
But 
This contradiction establishes that this configuration for the group Q does 
not exist. In particular G does not have a Sylow 3-group with cyclic center. 
All cases in which the Sylow 13-group is strongly self centralizing have now 
been eliminated and proves Theorems 1 and 1’. 
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